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1. Background and challenges
What happens to a cultural heritage site and its historical traces in the ground when new activity
is mixed with the old? What happens when this new activity to a great extent imitates the old
activity?
In 2013, a feasting hall was completed at Borre outside the
town of Horten. The design of the hall was informed by
archaeological evidence which suggested there had once
stood a feasting hall at the entrance to the large grave field
at Borre (Tonning et al. 2020; Trinks et al. 2007). The hall
was named Gildehallen (The Feasting Hall) and, once it was
opened, became the focal point of an ever-growing number
of activities and events, including large ‘Viking markets’ and
music festivals. These events have attracted ever greater
numbers of visitors, and, to accommodate them, two fields
that border on the large grave field at Borre, a protected site,
have also been used. Several archaeological structures are
also known to exist within the area that has been opened up
for these public activities. Vestfold County Council undertook,
therefore, to make annual searches of the market and festival
areas for metal remains. The purpose of the searches was
to reduce the likelihood of modern replicas of archaeological
artefacts ending up in the earth of historical sites that are
protected by law.
A preliminary aim of the project was to determine whether or
not there was Iron Age archaeological material buried in the
areas on which the festivals and Viking markets were held.
Such artefacts were indeed recovered during the searches
undertaken in 2017 and 2018. This suggests that, over time,
it would be difficult to separate archaeological material of the
Late Iron Age from modern replicas that had been created
using Iron Age techniques, materials, and aesthetics. It was,
therefore, desirable to remove any Iron Age materials from
the area. Our survey of the area in 2019 had two aims:
1. Find and recover pre-Reformation artefacts
buried in the area;
2. Remove any replicas as quickly as possible to
avoid them being interpreted at a later date as
authentic Iron Age material, and in this way
pollute professional evaluations of the site.

Our work on the project has also made us aware of the
potential it offers to collate experiences that might be applied
to the interpretations of stray finds and other archaeology.
In this partly controlled context we can study what sort of
combination and distribution of finds might result from a
‘Viking festival’. The Viking markets and music festivals at
Borre attract visitors from across the world; they come to
listen to music, eat and drink, dance, live in the tent camps,
trade, express their group identity through their clothes and
jewellery, and get to know each other. Structurally, the market
is organised as a street of trading tents, each on a designated
plot, and Gildehallen is the focus of much of the activity. Is
this modern market in some ways comparable with the
markets and feasts of the Viking Age? It is not unusual that
markets and festivals that have been inspired by historical
events are held at localities where there also are preserved
archaeological contexts. We believe that an increased
awareness of just what artefacts, replicas in particular, are left
behind after these events will be advantageous for anyone
with the challenging task of overseeing the preservation of
such areas.

Ill. 2: The areas surveyed are marked with a purple dotted line. They border the extensive, protected Borre grave field. A visualisation of the
LIDAR data has been superimposed on the orthophoto. The monumental burial mounds and the contour of the ancient shoreline, running
parallel with the Oslo Fjord, are clearly visible.

Ill. 1: Area 3 during Midgardsblot.

Ill. 3: Geophysical surveys testify to the importance of Borre in the Iron Age. In addition to the
well-known grave field there is evidence of several large buildings (halls) and other historical
traces.
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2. Historical context at Borre
In the years AD 600–950, nine large burial mounds
were raised at Borre. The impressive grave field
contains more than 50 burial mounds and burial
cairns. The monumental mounds probably testify
to significant political power and the area has been
associated with the Yngling dynasty of the saga
literature. In the last decade, geophysical surveys
reveal that there was once a number of unusually

3.Participants and activities in the survey area

large buildings in the fields beyond the cemetery.
The most recent discoveries have been published
(Tonning et al. 2020). The buildings have been
interpreted as royal halls of the Late Iron Age, and,
together with the monumental grave field, are
seen as evidence that Borre was at one time an
exceptional power base.
Ill. 4: From the Borre Mounds.

The grave field has nine
monumental burial mounds,
in addition to many smaller
mounds and cairns.

Ill. 5: The areas surveyed are marked with a purple dotted line. They border the extensive, protected Borre grave field. The protected area
is marked in blue on the small overview map and in red on the detail map.

The area surveyed includes the land around Gildehallen
(Area 2) as well as two fields (Areas 1 and 3) that lie
to the south of Gildehallen. The entire survey area
lies in the northern part of Borre and outside the area
protected by National Park regulations. It is part of
the land owned by the Vold Nordre Farm, some 2,5
kilometres south of Horten town centre. The survey
area is east-facing with a gentle slope down to the

Oslo Fjord. Before the building of Gildehallen, Area 2
was mixed coniferous woodland, but is now laid out
with lawns and a surrounding park. Until 2013, Areas
1 and 3 were utilised exclusively for agriculture, but
every year since then the fields have been leased out
for Viking markets or other educational events. Any
replicas found here can therefore be presumed to
date from 2013 or later.
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Below we offer a summary of the historical
use of the area and also of the various
activities that may affect the overall view of
finds made here.
3.1 Before 1537
We have a description from 1933 of two small burial
mounds in Area 1 (Marstrander 1933). Marstrander offers

only a rough location: ‘at the northern end of a cultivated
field, some 100 metres E. of the railway line and 350 S.E.
of the farmyard’. In Vestfolds Oldtidsminner (1943) Sigurd
Grieg writes that both mounds were lost to ploughing in
1921.

3.2 Agriculture and forestry
The information we have about the two burial mounds
which were ploughed over in 1921 (Grieg 1943) suggests
that this may have been the period in which Area 1 was
cleared for cultivation. We can, therefore, expect to discover
finds from recent agriculture in Areas 1 and 3. Area 2, on
the other hand, seems to have remained wooded right up
to the construction of Gildehallen on this site in 2011.

3.3 World War II
Ill. 6: Registered burial mounds from the surrounding area are
marked with a red R. A grey R marks stray finds and burial mounds
that no longer exist.

In 1940, the German occupying forces established MAZA
at Langgrunn, for most part to the north of our survey area.
MAZA, an acronym for Marinen Artillerie Zeugabteilung,
extended over an area of nearly 120 acres. Here the
German army produced, repaired, and stored war material
until 1945. The area was heavily guarded and secured with
fences, barbed wire barriers, minefields, watchtowers,
and cannon positions. The surveys of the area in 2017 and
2018 have shown that there are traces of World War II
activity in Area 2 in particular, both military material, such
as ammunition, and various personal artefacts.

3.6 Midgard Viking Festival
The Midgard Viking Festival is organised by Midgard Viking Centre. It has been held biannualy (odd-numbered
years) since 2013 on the land around Gildehallen (the survey’s Area 1 and Area 2). It was therefore held in
2019, from June 6th to 7th, and attracted 254 participants (reenactors/tradesmen/battle groups) and some
5500 visitors.

3.7 Midgardsblot
Midgardsblot is a festival of metal music that has
been held annually since 2015. In 2019, the event
attracted some 10 000 visitors from more than 30
countries. A Viking market and a camp for reenactors
are also part of the festival. Midgardsblot is held
across three days (Thursday to Saturday), with five
days before and after for setting up and taking down.
The festival camp, where visitors can stay overnight,
is located down by the fjord in the same area in which
the Borre Viking Market is held. The festival camp is
therefore outside the remit of this survey. In 2019,
Midgardsblot was spread across Areas 1, 2, and 3.
The extent of Area 3 was extended eastwards in
comparison to 2018. Midgard Viking Festival is held
in early July, when there are light summer evenings
Ill. 8: A festival evening near Gildehallen.
and reliable weather conditions; the market stalls are
only open during the daytime. Midgardsblot, on the other hand, is held in mid-August when the weather is
changeable and the evenings darker; the market is open in the evening and, as people circulate, there is a
greater likelihood of objects being easily dropped and trodden under foot.

Ill. 7: Part of a grenade from World War II.

3.4 Midgard Viking Centre / Midgard Historical Centre
Midgard Historical Centre was built to mark the new millennium, and opened in 2000. Since 2009 it has been run by the inter-municipal
organisation Vestfoldmuseene (The Vestfold Museums). In 2018, the centre changed its name to Midgard Viking Centre. Midgard Viking
Centre carries out an educational programme in Gildehallen (Area 2) and for the last six years has also leased out Area 1 for this purpose.

3.5 Gildehallen (The Feasting Hall)
Gildehallen, built and owned by Vestfold County Council, opened its doors in 2013. Today, it is run by Midgard Viking Centre. School
classes and other visitors flock to the feasting hall to experience a royal Viking court. Visits to Gildehallen are mostly confined to
Area 2. In September 2019, the third season of the TV comedy Norsemen (NRK) was filmed in Area 2. For this purpose a number
of tents were erected and some tent plugs and washers may have been left in the area. In the spring and summer of 2019 a noise
barrier was erected along the western perimeter of Area 2 and a gatehouse and palisade along its southern perimeter.

Ill. 9: There was significant building activity in Area 2 in 2019 – the construction of a gatehouse and palisade to the south and a noise
barrier to the west.
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4

Metal searches 2019

4.1 Categorisation of the find material
The finds have been categorised according to which activity has generated them:

4.2 Search 5
4.2.1 Survey
In 2019, Midgard Viking Market was again confined to Areas 1 and 2. Search 5 was conducted by Øystein Moe in
July 2019 with the aim of quickly recovering objects left behind after the Midgard Viking Festival, and before new
activity in the area.

[Some Norwegian abbreviations are in use below:
AFK : Automatisk fredet kulturminne =
Automatically protected cultural heritage artefact/site
J/E : Jordbruk/Eldre = Agriculture/Older
VKII : Verdenskrig II = World War II]

Finds Pre-2013
Afk

Stray finds older than 1537

J/E

Agriculture, in general all finds from the period 1537–2012

VKII

World War II and MAZA Camp (in operation 1941–1945)

Ill. 10: Midgard Viking Festival’s disposition of Area 1.

Finds post -2012
MVS

Operation of Midgard Viking Centre (2013–2018)

MVF

Midgard Viking Market (2013, 2015, 2017, and 2019)

MB

Midgardsblot (2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, and 2019)

The finds are further divided into these groups:
Afk

Stray finds older than 1537

Replika

Copies of Viking Age jewellery, and production waste

Coin

Norwegian and foreign coins

Weapon

Patronhylser, våpendeler. Sivil og militær bruk

Alcohol

Flaskekorker, Ølbunner m.m

Other artefacts

Diverse finds
Ill. 11: Midgard Viking Festival’s disposition of Area 2. RIGHT: Øystein Moe during his search of Area 2.

We are aiming for an overview of how material finds have changed following
the construction of Gildehallen in 2013. There is a risk that some World War II
finds might be interpreted as deriving from agricultural activity, and vice versa.
In the same way, some replicas and coins may have been lost by the museum’s
visitors and staff, rather than by participants of the festivals. This sort of
mistaken reading will not, however, account for many finds and will be of little
consequence for the overall picture. After six searches, we now regard Areas 1
and 2 as being cleared of old artefacts. In the coming years, new searches after
each festival will give a more reliable overview of each event.

4.2.2 Results
A total of 77 artefacts were found and documented:

Pre -2013 				 Post -2013
Afk

1 finds

MVS

28 finds

J/E

21 finds

MVF

4 finds

VKII

12 finds

MVF/MB

11 finds
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4.3 Search 6
4.3.1 Survey
Search 6 was conducted August–October 2019 with
the aim of retrieving artefacts from Midgardsblot (held
August 15th to 17th), but some objects may have been
generated by the filming of Norsemen in September. As

the area was too large to be searched by one detectorist,
Kim Arnesson Svingen and Tore Sørensen were hired
to assist Øystein Moe in the survey of Area 3.

Ill. 12: Map showing search area and distribution of finds for Search 5

Afk- There was one find from pre-1537 – a dirham

Ill. 13: A dirham dated AD 866–869. The hole near the
edge suggests that the coin was used as a pendant.

dated AD 866–869.

Replica- There were two finds that were replicas or
were inspired by Viking Age artefacts. These were a
copper alloy pin and a silver bead.

Coin- There were 14 finds of coins. Five are connected
with pre-2013 activity: 1 øre (1932, 1935, 1942) and
50 øre (1998 and 2002). Nine were connected with
the markets (post-2012). Of these, three are foreign
(Euro coins 2003, 2004, and 2008) and six are
Norwegian: 1 krone (2002, 2007, 2012, 2015) and 10
kroner (2011 and 2015). One of the nine coins seems
weathered by lying outside for a year or two, while
the other eight are still shiny and were probably lost
during the 2019 Midgard Viking Festival. The most
recent coin is dated 2015.

Alcohol- The alcohol-related finds are 13 bottle
caps.

Weapon- Five finds belong in the weapon category.
Five have had a military use: two cartridge cases for
a 20 mm flak gun, a cartridge case from a US carbine
and two cartridge cases from NATO ammunition (RA
1951 and RA 1952).

Other artefacts- 42 finds were placed in this
category. They vary from historical fittings, such
as buttons and nails, but also items that can be
connected to markets and festivals, including modern
buttons, a jip fastener, hairpins, lighter, etc.

Ill. 14: For Search 6, Kim Arneson Svingen and Tore Sørensen were hired to assist
Øystein Moe.

4.3.2 Results
A total of 435 artefacts were found:
Pre -2013 				Post -2013
Afk

3 finds

MVS

3 finds

J/E

142 finds

MVF

2 finds

VKII

5 finds

MB

264 finds
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Ill. 15: Map showing search area and distribution of finds for Search 6

AFK- Three finds were interpreted as preReformation. These were a silver ingot, a Borre-style
fastening, and a possible counterweight. All were
found in Area 3, a location which is not known to have
been a historical site.

Replica- There were 31 finds that were replicas or
were inspired by Viking Age artefacts. Most of the
replica objects were recovered from the area used by
the reenactors for their tent camp.

Ill. 16: Typical finds after a modern Viking market. Some of these finds belong in the replica category from Search 6.

Norwegian: 1 krone (1998, 2001, 2001, 2001, 2002,
2003, 2004, and 2011), 5 kroner (1998, 1999, 1999,
and 2000), 10 kroner (1995, 1996, 2008, and 2013)
and 20 kroner (2000). Of the 26 coins that are still
legal tender the most recent is from 2014. All the
coins were shiny and did not seem to have been lying
outdoors for long. Several of the foreign coins were
found east of Area 3, in the tent camp for volunteers.

Alcohol- There were 68 alcohol-related finds, mostly
bottle caps and pull tabs, as well as a few wine corks.

Ill. 17: Various finds: Fragment of a animal fastening in Borre-style.

Ingot of hack-silver. Weight 20,4 gram

4.4 Total amount of finds 2019 (two searches)
Search

Afk

J/E

VKII

MVS

MVF/MB

TOTAL

Coin- There were 33 finds of coins. Seven can be Weapon-In the weapon category there were 54

Search 5

1

23

10

5

38

77

associated with agriculture/older. There was a 1
skilling (1820), 2 skilling (1810), 4 skilling (1825), 2 øre
(1899), 1 øre (1876), 1 øre (1957) and 2 øre (1967).
Ten coins were foreign. Five of these were Euro-coins:
1 euro (1999 Spain), 1 cent (2002), 10 cent (2011), 1
cent (2011) and 1 cent (2014 Latvia). Three were from
Denmark: 10 kroner (2005), 50 øre (1989 and 1989).
One coin was from Hungary, a 10 florint (1994), and
one was from USA, a 25 cent (1987). 17 coins were

Search 6

3

146

5

3

268

425

cartridge cases and bullets, a detonator for a stick
grenade, and a fragment of a mortar shell. Most of
the cartridge cases (43) were from a bolt gun used
to stun animals before slaughter, and are associated
with farming. There were also some cases from
cartridges for hunting weapons.

Other artefacts- 236 finds were placed in this
category.

Pre 2013 = 188 finds

Post 2012 = 314 finds

502

Ill. 18: All finds (two searches) divided into activities.

Search

Afk

Replica

Coin

Weapon

Alcohol

Other artefacts

Search 5

1

2

14

5

13

77

Search 6

3

31

33

54

68

236

Total

4

33

47

59

81

278

Ill. 19: All finds (two searches) divided into find categories.
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5.

Deposition processes

In one area, many deposition processes are in evidence,
though it is difficult to establish clear dividing lines between
the different phases’ stratography or typology, or through
scientific dating of samples. For our purposes it is important
to establish whether finds were deposited in the area before
or after the construction of Gildehallen in 2013. This can be
ascertained with reference to type of artefact, degree of
patina, and (in part) by the distribution of finds. In 2019,

502 finds were recovered, of which there were 188 finds
we presume were deposited before 2013, while 314 can be
related to the running of Gildehallen and are therefore more
recent than 2012. The survey has made 950 finds. Of these,
324 were generated in the roughly 1600 years of use of
the area before the construction of Gildehallen, while 626
have been added as a result of seven years of activity
associated with the running of Gildehallen.

From Searches 1 to 4 eight pre-Reformation artefacts
were recovered, several of them connected with a
burial ground in Area 1 that no longer exists. We have
now conducted further searches of this area and do not
expect more historical artefacts to come to light. From
the searches made in 2019 four further finds were made.

Three of them are from Area 3, a location which we have
not previously searched so thoroughly. One was found in
the northern part of Area 2 where MAZA was based, and
near the concert stage areas for Midgardsblot. Our initial
conclusion is that we have succeeded in recovering from
Area 1 finds from the Iron and Middle Ages.

Ill. 22. Pre-Reformation artefacts recovered during the survey. The artefacts found in 2019 are marked with their ID numbers from the
Askeladden Database.callout.

5.1.2 Agriculture and older activity (1537–2012)
Ill. 20: Finds generated before the opening of Gildehallen are in green, those from after in red.

5.1 Artefacts deposited before 2013
5.1.1 ‘AFK’ – archaeological artefacts
ID

Artefact

262932

Dirham, silver, dated AD 866–869, with hole at edge

262934

Fragment, half of animal fastening in Borre-style. Dated AD 850–890

262933

Ingot of hack-silver

267716

Lead weight

Ill. 21: Finds from the Iron and Middle Ages.

The finds from the centuries of agriculture and other
activity increased in number the further east we
searched in Area 3. In total there are 178 artefacts we
date to the period 1537–2013, and only 15 of these
can be linked to MAZA/VKII. Five coins can be dated
to this period. The oldest dateable coins are skillings
from 1810, 1820, and 1825, while the four dateable
Norwegian coins are dated 1876, 1899, 1957, and
1967.54 finds belong in the weapon category, in the
form of cartridge cases from bolt guns for stunning
farm animals and ammunition for hunting rifles. The
large number of bolt gun cases that were recovered
from Area 3 had not been seen in previous searches.

We know that large cattle fairs have been held in the
Borre Park; an equally likely explanation, however, is
that a part of the field was used by Voldgården Farm
after the war as a location for slaughtering animals.
Within a limited area of Area 3 the cases of 43 bolt
gun cartridges were found, along with 13 ear tags
from animals.
The finds correspond to the impression we have
gained that the area was husbanded as woodland or
for woodland grazing, but was then cleared again in
the 19th and 20th centuries.
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5.1.3 MAZA/VKII

Cigarette holder, cutlery, button, tin ingot

Coins from 1810, 1820, 1824, 1899, and 1957

Searches 3 and 4 were conducted close to Gildehallen and
inside the part of the MAZA zone that lies in our Area 2. A
number of finds connected with MAZA were recovered.
Large parts of the ground around Gildehallen have been
worked and landscaped, so these finds are concentrated
in less disturbed zones to the north and east. Some MAZA
finds were also made during Searches 5 and 6, but we are
confident these will decrease steadily in future searches. A
total of 15 MAZA finds were recovered in 2019 in the north
of Area 1. Most can be assigned to the weapon category.

5.2 Finds deposited after 2012

Bolt gun cartridge cases

Ear tags for animals, horse tack and shoes

Ill. 23: Finds associated with the running of a farm in the 19th and 20th centuries.

Ill. 24: Distribution of artefacts from the post-Reformation period to 2013. In the northeast of the area a large concentration of bolt gun
cartridge cases and ear tags were found.

A total of 626 finds are thought to have been left in the survey
area since the opening of Gildehallen in 2013. It has been our
aim to try and discern whether the finds derive from the two
festivals or from the running of Midgard Viking Centre. Of the
2019 finds (Searches 5 and 6) 314 were associated with the
running of Gildehallen. On the map below (Ill. 26) finds from
Midgard Viking Festival are marked with green dots and those
from Midgardsblot with red dots. Both festivals use Areas 1
and 2, but only Midgardsblot uses Area 3. The Viking camp is
located in Area 3; the market and sleeping area are located in the

Ill. 26. Distribution of finds from festivals and markets

Search 5: Cartridge cases found
in Area 2.

Search 6: Detonator for a stick
grenade

Ill. 25: Examples of 2019 finds associated with MAZA.

western and central sections; a camp for volunteers is located in
the eastern part. The area was closed off with festival fencing.
Even where we are unable to determine the precise event from
which each find derives, the distribution of finds is itself enough
to give us information. In Area 1 it is difficult to separate Midgard
Viking Festival and Midgardsblot, but around Gildehallen (Area
2) there are more indicators. A few bottle caps, coins, and
replicas found in the northeast of Area 2 reflect that Midgard
Viking Festival had its trading stalls here; during Midgardsblot
the area is covered by the stage and is inaccessible.
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6 Finds generated by Gildehallen – towards an archaeological interpretation?
It is relatively unproblematic to fit the two large
groups of finds – coins and alcohol-related artefacts
– to a traditional archaeological interpretation. (See,
for instance, the grouping of find material at Lejre:
Christensen, 2016.) Coins are a classic indicator of
trade, while alcohol-related finds fit the classification
‘Food & drink’.
The arrowheads found near Gildehallen are not
replicas, but modern arrowheads of a type that, also
archaeologically, would not be regarded as intended
for battle, but for training. Together with four rings (in
two finds) from ring-mail hauberks they are the only
traces of weapon-related activity.

Search 6: Spoon, buttons, jip fasteners, beard beads, hairpin, lighter cap.

Jewellery and beads and many of the replicas would
be regarded as costume equipment, which is often
used by archaeologists in the study of identity:
gender, status, group affiliation, etc. Some of the
metal beads that have been found are used by both
men and women. This is especially the case with a
type of hollow silver bead favoured by men in both the
reenactment and black metal groups when plaiting
their beards. Several thin, elongated plates with a
more modern design pattern were also found; these,
too, are used in the plaiting of hair and beards, but are
not regarded as replica (two are shown in Photo 1 of
Ill. 27).

6.1 Use and finds of replicas

Replicas reflect personal equipment that has been
accidentally lost, and probably the loss of artefacts
from market stalls. In an archaeological interpretation
replicas are of personal equipment such as jewellery,
amulets, rings, costume fastenings/brooches, and
costume fittings. Most are of metal, but some glass

beads have also been found. Reading from our finds
we can say that people at festivals and markets tend
to lose replicas that belong to the archaeological
categories ‘amulets’ (Thor’s hammers and crosses)
and ‘personal artefacts’ (jewellery, fittings, rings, and
beads).

Search 6: Finds made by visitors

Ill. 28: Replica finds in 2019, divided into their traditional archaeological find categories (personal/weapon/cult/production).

Search 6: Arrowhead and knife
Ill. 27: Various artefacts found in 2019 (not replicas)

Search 5: Net, lighter, buttons, hairpins

After it became known that we were conducting
searches, we were contacted about several items
that people have lost and we have been able to return
some of these. Among the artefacts that we have
not recovered were a replica of a gold Roman Age
berlock, a necklace with some 30 glass beads, and
several ring brooches. At a modern Viking market,
people can lose artefacts from the Bronze, Iron, and
Middle Ages.

The replica of a medieval finger ring was also
reported lost after Midgardsblot 2018, and this was
recovered during Search 6 after Midgardsblot 2019.
Metal detectors cannot hope to find absolutely every
piece of metal during a search, so the ring was not
discovered during Search 4 and 5, but was recovered
in Search 6.
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Ring-headed pins are a common find from the Viking
Age, and were probably used by both rich and poor.
They are also popular among reenactors. In the
database for finds from metal detector searches
conducted in Vestfold (some 2000 finds made
in the period 1991–2019) ring-headed pins are
among the largest groups of finds. It is therefore not
surprising that they also make up 10 % of our replica
finds. Two small iron rings were found wrapped in
aluminium foil. They were probably reserve rings

for ring-mail hauberks. Two similar rings have been
found previously. They were perhaps left behind
by Borrefylkingen, the battle display group that
holds displays at both Midgard Viking Festival and
Midgardsblot. Ring-mail might seem a suitable find
for a feasting hall’s surroundings. Besides this find
and the arrowheads from Midgard Viking Centre,
however, there is little evidence of weaponry in the
find material. A similar absence or weak evidence of
weapon-related finds was also documented after the

6.3 Trade
6.3.1 Market stalls
In some instances, lost artefacts can be assumed to
have derived from market stalls, in itself a clear trade
indicator, and one that should be studied in reference
to the network of streets. The few glass beads we find
are lying on the surface and have in most instances
been dropped from market stalls. Glass materials

are not registered during metal detecting, so it is
not possible to know how many modern glass beads
might have been lost on the ground. This problematic
situation is exacerbated by the fact that there also
used to be burial mounds here, now removed by
ploughing.

Ill. 29: Replicas of glass beads, a ring-headed pin, a ring fragment, a pendant, and a metal hook.

6.2 Religion and cult
In 2019, a replica was found in Area 3 that can be
assigned to this category – a miniature sword. The
replica in silver was 7 cm long and had a ring at the
pommel so it could be hung as a pendant. Miniature
weapons are a recognised find group in archaeology,

as evidenced by finds of miniature swords at the
great halls in Lejre (Christensen 2016:193). Miniature
weapons are in general thought to be associated with
Odin or Tyr (Baastrup 2012:192).

Ill. 31. The map shows trade indicators among the finds of artefacts in 2019. The great majority are coins. In addition, there are leather
price tags and lead seals. Three of the automatically protected artefacts from pre-Reformation times that have been recovered are a coin
(dirham), a silver ingot, and a counterweight.

In our finds we see at least four situations in which
finds in groups of 4–9 artefacts (three groups of
beads and one group with a Thor’s hammer and
beads) likely fell directly from market stalls.

Ill. 30: Miniature sword in pewter. Search 6

All four can be related to Midgardsblot. Which
artefacts can be interpreted as indicative of a market?
Can we interpret these groups of artefacts as
indicative of market stall activity?
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It is possible, to a certain extent, to determine when a
coin was deposited. After a few weeks in the earth a
coin acquires a dark patina. In this way we can assume
that shiny coins were lost recently, while those with a
darker patina were lost in the last one to five years.
The coin series that is legal tender today has values
of 1, 5, 10, and 20 kroner, and was established in
the period 1994–1998. The mint year is not a useful
indicator as to when the coin was lost, as the time that
has passed since the coins came into use has been too
short. Among the 35 legal tender coins found in 2019,

only three were minted during the period 2013–2019,
with 2015 as the most recent date, thus giving us a
margin of error of four years.
The absence of 50 øre coins, which were last minted
in 2011 and which ceased to be legal tender in 2012,
strengthens the impression that these coins were
lost after 2012. Coins minted in the 1990s are still
in circulation, so patina is in many cases the only
yardstick we have.

Ill. 32: LEFT: The Viking Camp in Area 3 during Midgardsblot 2019. RIGHT: Sales tent in Area 3. In 2017, a group of five metal beads were
found similar to those shown at lower right. Some finds like this can therefore be directly connected to sales tents.

6.3.2 Coin

In prehistoric material, coins (and counterweights)
will most often be regarded as indicators of trade
and travel, as they also are in our material. In addition,
however, our finds may indicate where there have
been accommodation facilities or areas where there
has been dancing. In a few years, events such as these
will be near cash-free as card machines and payment
apps remove the need for cash. In that case, coins
that are recovered will signify something other than
trade. It is already appropriate to speculate whether
the coins we recover, no matter which currency,
signify the presence of foreign visitors, who have
withdrawn some cash ‘just to be on the safe side’,
while Norwegian festival-goers swear by their credit
cards.

Seventeen of the coins are regarded as having been
deposited before Gildehallen was built, while 107
are thought to have been brought into the area since
2013, to be more precise since 2015, when the use of
Area 1 increased. Some 30 coins were also removed
without being registered after Search 1.

Ill. 33. The map shows the distribution of coin finds grouped by the activity that generated the find. Some are registered as Midgardsblot,
others as Midgard Viking Market. Most of these were recovered in Search 6, and we presume most derive from Midgardsblot.
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6.4 Crafts and production

6.4.4 Metal work

Four, possibly five, activities can be categorised as craft and production.
Ironsmith and jeweller. Iron slag from a forge signifies
the presence of an ironsmith, while slag of copper
alloy in Area 3 suggests a specialist in non-ferrous
metals who perhaps has been smelting the metals in
order to cast jewellery. Some slag from a mobile forge

Ill. 34: Craftworkers from near and far come to the Viking markets and set up their workshops. This image is from the market on
Borrestranda in 2018.

was also recovered from a permanent construction in
Area 2. Midgard Viking Centre occasionally sets up its
mobile forge here. Zones in which metalworkers have
operated are easily identified in our finds and the slag
is removed from the area. Slag is not registered by
individual pieces, but merely as a general find for each
of the three locations.

Ill. 36: Mobil forge from the Viking market on Borrestranda in 2018.

6.4.1 Textile work
Needles, a thimble, and scissors signify that textile
work has been conducted in Areas 1 and 3.

6.4.2 Glass bead production

Search 5: Slag from copper alloy casting

The presence of a glass bead maker is suggested by
finds of a glass rod and some smelted silver. These
were found together with four glass beads.

6.4.3 Leather work?
Leather working seems to have left a weak imprint
in Area 3. However, since market traders write their
prices on leather tags and leather laces are sold on

Ill. 35: Two replica finds from Search 5 – bead and needle

jewellery stalls, it is difficult to interpret whether
leather is being worked in the area or is merely a facet
of trade in other goods.

Search 6: Slag from forge (iron)
Ill. 37: Various finds associated with production and crafts.

Ill. 38: Three locations for metalwork. Copper alloy is marked in
orange, iron in red.
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6.5 Festivals and fun!
The reason we have so many finds is explained by the nature of the events: high-spirited festivals with music.
Would we have been able to determine the event from the archaeological source material alone?

Ill. 39: Smaller concerts were held by the serving tent in Area 1. This is the Main Stage in Area 2.

6.5.1 Food and drink
Beer belongs at metal festivals! At Midgardsblot up to
2018, beer glasses were filled using an automated system
that filled from the bottom up. The hole in the glass was
sealed with a round disc that was weakly magnetic, and
could therefore be found by metal detector. This system
was therefore discontinued in 2019 and thus a find
group disappeared which had identified one particular
event. During Midgardsblot 2019, beer was poured into
reusable plastic glasses, and any drinks in bottles were
opened at the bar and poured into a plastic glass at the
point of sale. The bottle caps that were recovered from
Area 3 during Search 6 of the Viking camp/volunteer
camp are probably evidence of bottles opened in the tent
camp in the evenings after the market. Some of the finds
may point to the backstage area at Midgardsblot. There
were also found a few screw caps from wine bottles and
one container for sparkling wine. Two caps from alcohol-

free beer were found in 2018, but none were recovered
in 2019. While beer bottle caps can often be identified,
pull tabs from cans are neutral. We did, however, identify
five different designs of pull tabs. The large distribution
of finds – in total 81 finds of at least 41 different types
of beer and wine – suggests many users over a short
time, rather than few users over a long time. Along with
the finds of foreign coins, the presence of bottle caps
from beers that are not sold in Norway supports our
impression of an international audience. Food is more or
less absent from our finds. Earlier searches have often
come across aluminium wrapping for chocolate coins,
but only two such were found in 2019, along with two
spoons, one in plastic, the other in metal, and the remains
of a Kinder egg. Structures such as a bonfire have not
been seen. So our guests drink, but what they eat
remains a mystery. Evidence of chocolate and something
that can be consumed by spoon is all we have to go on.

Ill. 40: LEFT: Beer-fill magnets dated 2018. When these were discontinued, the visitors lost a souvenir and we lost the only evidence among
our finds of beer being served. This is the collection of an audience member in 2018. RIGHT: Norwegian and foreign coins recovered during
Search 6.

Ill. 41: The distribution of alcohol-related artefacts, grouped according to the
activity that generated them.

Ill. 42: Various finds assigned to the alcohol
group. Search 6.
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6.5.2 Identity
The large number of jewellery finds might suggest a
female rather than a male presence. However, many
finds are not indicative of gender. We find a beer
bottle cap, a coin, and a tent peg, but can have no idea
whether it was women or men who drank beer, used
coins, or stayed in a tent. Amulets are also used by

both, and beads are as likely to be plaited into a man’s
beard as a woman’s hair. Most jewellery finds are,
however, interpreted as female, a factor that makes
women more visible in the archaeological record than
men. In our finds children are visible through a few
toys, and a bell for a child’s bike.

Figur 43: Finds av lekefigur og byggeklosser til venstre, og en ringeklokke til en barnesykkel til høyre.

6.5.3 Camping

Ill. 45: Map showing finds of tent pegs etc. in construction category.

Many festival participants spend the night in the
festival camp down by the fjord (Borrestranda) – an
area that falls outside the survey area. The Viking
camp and volunteer camp in Area 3 does, however,
fall into the remit of the survey. Tent equipment is
highly visible in the form of 90 tarpaulin grommets,
tent pegs, and bolts for tent frames or stage
construction. This represents an extensive use of
temporary constructions. We think the large number
of tent pegs that had not been recovered was due to
the fact that Midgardsblot was hit by strong winds
and rain on the Saturday morning. A number of
tents were torn from their moorings. In general, rain
increases the frequency of finds, as artefacts that are
dropped are quickly trodden into the mud and are
hidden from clean-up teams.

Ill. 44: A volunteer in the tent camp.

Search 6: Bolts and tarpaulin grommets

Search 6: Tool for tightening guy line, Swedish army

Search 6: Tent pegs,

Search 6: Tent plugs for larger tents

Ill. 46: Various finds associated with camping. With their 95 finds, temporary constructions such as tents and stages are well represented in 2019.
The removal of large iron tent pegs is also advisable, as the field in Area 3 is still in agricultural use and is ploughed both before and after Midgardsblot.
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7. Discussion and considerations
7.1 Overview of finds in 2019 (Search 5 and Search 6)
The spread of finds around Gildehallen has increased with
the growth of the two festivals and has now extended
beyond the Gildehallen area itself to the two fields to
the south. In all likelihood there are also many finds to
be made down by the festival camp on Borrestranda.
The find overview is dominated by costumes/jewellery,
food and drink, and trade. Finds of tent pegs underline

the picture of large, impermanent events with elements
of trade and festivities. Apart from the finds, there are no
archaeologically readable traces. This should not be taken
to mean that most finds are connected with Gildehallen,
but rather with the adjacent areas for trade and camping.
However, it is the hall itself which is the motivating reason
that the finds accumulate in this location.

Findcategory
33 replica finds

Subtype

Number

%

Building

Building parts, nails, etc.

Costume

Costume, jewellery & personal equipment

Trade

Trade weights, coin, hack-silver, ingots

22

66,7

Craft

Tools, textiles, leather, metalwork, fishing, agriculture and forestry

9

27,3

Domestic

Processing of raw materials, equipment, food waste, eating utensils

Games

Gaming pieces, music, toys

Transport

Horse tack, transport

Cult

Amulets, miniatures

1

3

Weapon

Weapons, ring-mail, shields

2

6

Ill. 48: Replica finds in Searches 5 and 6 divided into find categories

If we look at the replica finds, the archaeological
imprint unambiguously suggests one or several large
social events as well as trade. No archaeologically
traceable structures have been left behind, but there
is evidence of temporary constructions (tents). In the
replica finds from 2019 the two categories ‘Costume,
jewellery and personal equipment’ and ‘Craft and
production’ make up 94% of the material. The category

‘Religion and cult’ accounts in 2019 for only 3 %.
Costume, jewellery and personal equipment consists
of pendants, rings, beads, and fittings that have fallen
off in the festival throng, at the market stalls, or in the
camping areas. Production becomes visible through
textile finds such as scissors and needles, iron slag
from the forge and slag from the casting of copper
alloy, and in the glass from bead production.

Ill. 47. Finds from the 2019 survey, divided into their traditional archaeological find categories.

Ill. 49: Map of replicas found in 2019
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If we look at the total finds since 2013 – that is to say, all the finds related to the six years in which Gildehallen
has been in use (based on 278 finds made in 2019) – then we get the following result:
278 finds

Subtype

Number

%

Building

Building parts, nails, etc.

95

30,3

Costume

Costume, jewellery & personal equipment

61

19,4

Trade

Trade weights, coin, hack-silver, ingots

36

11,5

Crafts

Tools, textiles, leather, metalwork, fishing, agriculture and forestry

21

6,7

Domestic

Processing of raw materials, equipment, food waste, eating utensils

94

29,9

Games

Gaming pieces, music, toys

3

1

Transport

Horse tack, transport

Cult

Amulets, miniatures

1

0,3

Weapon

Weapons, ring-mail, shields

4

1,3

Ill. 50: All finds in Searches 5 and 6 assigned to find categories

If we look at all the finds post-2012, tent pegs, coins,
and alcohol become evident. The four categories
‘Building’, ‘Costume, jewellery and personal equipment
’, ‘Trade and measures’, and ‘Domestic and Food &
Drink’ account for around 91% of the finds. Tent pegs

7.2

are evidence of temporary constructions in which
people can trade and sleep, and there is some evidence
of on-site production in 2019. Visitors have traded and
drunk and lost coins and jewellery, but what they have
eaten is not to be found in our find material.

Total overview of finds, Searches 1–6.

In total, 91 replicas have been found around Gildehallen, and one replica coin was previously found inside
Gildehallen. Here the 91 finds from six searches have been assigned their respective categories:

Find category
91 replica finds

Subtype

Building

Building parts, nails, etc.

Costume

Costume, jewellery & personal equipment

61

63,7

Trade

Trade weights, coin, hack-silver, ingots

4

4,4

Crafts

Tools, textiles, leather, metalwork, fishing, agriculture and forestry

8

8,8

Domestic

Processing of raw materials, equipment, food waste, eating utensils

2

2,2

Games

Gaming pieces, music, toys

2

2,2

Transport

Horse tack, transport

Cult

Amulets, miniatures

14

15,4

Weapon

Weapons, ring-mail, shields

3

3,4

Ill. 51: All finds of replicas in Searches 1–6 and 6 assigned to find categories

Number

%

Ill. 52: A replica ring lost during Midgardsblot 2018 was found again during Search 6 after Midgardsblot 2019.

If we look at the total amount of finds post-2013 – that is to say, all the finds related to the six years in which
Gildehallen has been in use (based on 626 finds) – then we get the following result:
626 finds

Subtype

Number

%

Building

Building parts, nails, etc.

107

17,1

Costume

Costume, jewellery & personal equipment

117

18,7

Trade

Trade weights, coin, hack-silver, ingots

108

17,3

Crafts

Tools, textiles, leather, metalwork, fishing, agriculture and forestry

38

6

Domestic

Processing of raw materials, equipment, food waste, eating utensils

215

34,8

Games

Gaming pieces, music, toys

8

1,3

Transport

Horse tack, transport

1

0,2

Cult

Amulets, miniatures

16

2,6

Weapon

Weapons, ring-mail, shields

4

0,6

Ill. 53: All finds in Searches 1–6 assigned to find categories

7.3 Gildehallen– a locality that triggers activity
Gildehallen is the background for the finds material
that has been generated in the survey area. After the
hall was opened in 2013, various related activities
have been attracted to the hall vicinity, bringing with
them the find material we have recovered from a large
area around the building. In total, 626 finds have been
made, 91 of them of replicas. Most of the finds will not
be related to the building itself, but lie spread around it
– a pattern we recognise from archaeological studies
of house sites. There is no doubt that it is the festivals
and markets, with their many visitors and reenactors,
that account for the great majority of replica finds,

and will continue to be so for the foreseeable future.
These events bring together crowds of people over
several days, there are many tents, open market
stalls, music and dancing, serving of beer, gatherings
around the open fire. A large area around Gildehallen
has been put to use. Nevertheless, the finds can be
related to Gildehallen as a locality and to the activities
it generated. Perhaps the pattern of finds we have
seen around Gildehallen will not differ from what we
might expect around the other feasting halls at Borre
from the Migration Period and Viking Age?
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Figurliste
7.4 Finds at modern Viking markets – transferrable to archaeological contexts?

Ill. 1: Area 3 during Midgardsblot. Jewellery and other handicraft products are sold here. Photo: Rune Nordseter............................................................4
Ill. 2: The areas surveyed are marked with a purple dotted line. Map: Vibeke Lia...........................................................................................................................5

In the coming years we will be continuing with annual
searches, building on the finds results we have arrived
at. And then one can evaluate whether the results are
transferrable to comparable Iron Age sites – markets,
halls, and other locations where large amounts of
stray finds are registered. In archaeological circles
there is a discussion about how we can identify
smaller markets on a local or regional scale, and
how we should interpret from metal finds alone.

These are gatherings which perhaps leave little or no
archaeological evidence because they are temporary,
with impermanent constructions or tents. Only the
elite was admitted to a feasting hall, most of their
retinue had to make do with temporary camps in the
surrounding areas. Feasting halls had floors which
would have been cleaned, so that – as at Gildehallen
– most finds are likely to be made outside the hall,
rather than inside.

Ill. 3: Geophysical surveys testify to the importance of Borre in the Iron Age. Illustration: Kulturarv – Christer Tonning...................................................5
Ill. 4: The grave field has nine monumental burial mounds, in addition to many smaller mounds and cairns. Photo: Ragnar Orten Lie.......................6
Ill. 5: The areas surveyed are marked with a purple dotted line. They border the extensive, protected Borre grave field. The protected area
is marked in blue on the small overview map and in red on the detailed map. Map: Vibeke Lia................................................................................................7
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Ill. 9: There was significant building activity in Area 2 in 2019. Photo: Rune Nordseter and Ragnar Orten Lie....................................................................9
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Ill. 11: Midgard Viking Festival’s disposition of Area 2. RIGHT: Øystein Moe during his search of Area 2. Photo: Ragnar Orten Lie........................11
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Ill.17: Various finds. Photo: Rune Nordseter
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Ill. 19: All finds (two searches) divided into find categories.................................................................................................................................................................15
Ill. 20: Finds generated from before the opening of Gildehallen are in green, those from after in red. Illustration: Vibeke Lia......................................16
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Ill. 22. Pre-Reformation artefacts recovered during the survey. Illustration: Vibeke Lia.............................................................................................................17
Ill. 23: Finds associated with the running of a farm in the 19th and 20th centuries. Photo: Rune Nordseter.....................................................................18
Ill. 24: Distribution of artefacts from post-Reformation period to 2013. In the northeast of the area a large concentration of bolt gun
cartridge cases and ear tags were found. Illustration: Vibeke Lia.....................................................................................................................................................18
Ill. 25: Examples of 2019 finds associated with MAZA. Photo: Rune Nordseter..........................................................................................................................19
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Ill. 31. The map shows trade indicators among the finds of artefacts in 2019. The great majority are coins. In addition, there are leather
price tags and lead seals. Three of the automatically protected artefacts from pre-Reformation times that have been recovered are a coin
(dirham), a silver ingot, and a counterweight. .........................................................................................................................................................................................23
Ill. 32: LEFT: The Viking Camp in Area 3 during Midgardsblot 2019. RIGHT: Sales tent in Area 3. In 2017, a group of five metal beads were
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Ill. 54: Reenactor, smith, and archaeologist Jim Glazzard travelled from Scotland to be at Midgardsblot 2019. Kari Marie Helland takes part in
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